Tues @ 13:00  Shipper makes a booking with the carrier
Tues @ 16:30  Carrier instructs Trucking company to move container to suppliers location on Thursday morning @ 06:00
Wed @ 17:00  Shipper inputs booking details into SolasVGM
Wed @ 17:28  Shipper notifies supplier that there will be containers coming to pick up cargo on Thursday morning @ 06:00
Thur @ 06:05  Trucker arrives with container at supplier yard
Thur @ 06:32  Supplier completes load of cargo
Thur @ 06:33  Trucker goes over weigh bridge and collects weigh bridge ticket
Thur @ 06:34  Trucker or Supplier uses SolasVGM app to submit VGM information and uploads weigh bridge ticket
Thur @ 06:36  Trucker sets off on their way to the terminal to drop the loaded container
Thur @ 06:36  SolasVGM notifies the Shipper that a VGM has been submitted which now requires verification by their staff
Thur @ 08:00  Shipper staff arrive at work with a pending verification in their inbox. They use the SolasVGM app to verify that the container weights and container number are correct against the weigh bridge ticket
Thur @ 08:01  SolasVGM sends a VGM message to the carrier to notify them that this container weight has been verified
Thur @ 08:10  Carrier processes VGM message and notifies the Terminal of the VGM that was submitted
Thur @ 08:15  Carrier responds to SolasVGM that the VGM was received and processed successfully
Thur @ 08:16  SolasVGM then notifies the Supplier and the Trucker to say that the VGM transaction was completed successfully